
Rhetoric

April 5-9, 2021

Weekly objective: Begin our discussion of True Women and Real Men (our final unit) by
discussing societal gender roles and reading Jamaica Kincaid’s “Girl”.

Monday--No School for Easter Monday

Tuesday--No School for Teacher Institute Day

Wednesday--Hybrid
● Establish seating arrangements

and charts for students meeting
in person

● Go over agenda
● Begin True Women and Real

Men unit by breaking into groups
(in person and online) and
making collages on Google
Slideshow presentations in which
groups depict society’s views on
gender roles (male, female and
possibly transgender). Full
directions for this assignment are
under the True Women and Real
Men documents and assignments
under Classwork in Google Classroom.

Homework: Read the introduction to the chapter on pages
464-467 in Rereading America for Friday; be ready for a
mini quiz over what you’ve read.

Thursday--Hybrid
● Work Day: Continue working on Google Slideshow presentations.

○ Each group should be prepared to present its presentation to the full class.
Homework: Read the introduction to the chapter on pages
464-467 in Rereading America; be ready for a mini quiz
over what you’ve read.

Friday--Hybrid
● Possibly hear each group’s presentation (if I can think of a logical way to carry this out)
● Take mini quiz over the introduction?
● Using the Poll Everywhere App, discuss the introduction to the unit, keeping in mind the

norms that we have put in place for discussions in this class.
Homework: Read “Girl” on pgs. 469-470 in Rereading
America; read closely and be prepared for a quiz over the
reading on Monday.



Rhetoric

Rhetori� 2020-21 Norm�

1. Be open to opposing opinions
2. The disagreement should end with what the person is arguing about, but it should not

extend to personal attacks.
3. Letting one person talk at a time.
4. All participants should be focused.
5. Only speak relative to the question asked.
6. No judgements
7. Give people a chance to talk
8. Allow time to formulate thoughts on a person’s question or response.
9. Come prepared to class to answer and ask questions.
10. Be respectful of everyone’s opinion.
11. Allow room for ignorance.
12. Use what may come across as insensitive to others as an opportunity to educate.
13. Be understanding of people who aren’t used to speaking in front of a big group and be

patient.
14. Keep cameras on when discussing.


